NATIONAL LAND TRANSPORT AUTHORITY

Communiqué

Examination of Vehicles at Vehicle Examination Stations

With a view to contain the influx of customers and to enable physical distancing protocol to be observed, the public is hereby informed that the number of vehicles having access to the Vehicle Examination Stations will be restricted as from Thursday 21 May 2020.

Examination of vehicles at the three Vehicle Examination Stations namely Autocheck Ltd (Plaine Lauzun), SGS Ltd (Forest Side) and Eastern Vehicle Examination (Laventure) will be carried out strictly on allocated days as indicated hereunder:

Surname (Owner/Licensee) name starting from –

- A to F - Mondays and Thursdays;
- G to N - Tuesdays and Fridays;
- O to Z - Wednesdays and Saturdays

The public should strictly respect the social distancing protocol and wear protective face mask and gloves within the premises of the Examination Stations.
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